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Switzerland’s Secretive Banking System and the WEF’s “Great Reset”: First in “You’ll Own
Nothing and You’ll be Happy”?

By Peter Koenig, June 11, 2022

It has often been said, Washington is the Belly of the Beast and Switzerland is the Head of
the  Beast.  Considering  a  variety  of  dimensions,  it  is  probably  not  far  from  the
truth. Switzerland is home to a number of highly dubious institutions and organizations.

Sri Lanka’s Principled Neutrality Ensured Its Survival in the Economic Crisis Thus Far

By Andrew Korybko, June 13, 2022

There’s a lesson to be learned from Sri Lanka’s experience, which is that the pursuit of
strategic autonomy and the enhanced sovereignty that it leads to enables countries to keep
the largest number of options open during times of crisis.

Washington’s Failed Push for Anti-Russian Global Consensus

By Ted Galen Carpenter, June 13, 2022

Biden  administration  officials  treat  Russia  as  an  international  pariah  and  push  the  global
community to unite behind Washington’s leadership to compel the Kremlin to withdraw its
forces from Ukraine. The administration’s strategy has been just partially successful.

Russian Ambassador Claims US Asked Him to Defect
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By Morning Star, June 13, 2022

Russia’s ambassador to Washington has claimed that US spooks encouraged him to defect
and denounce the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Anatoly Antonov told Russian state television
on Wednesday that  he had refused a  request  from US authorities  to  publicly  criticise
President Vladimir Putin.

New Bill to Boost Missile Defense for Israel & Arab Partners, Citing Alleged Iran Threat

By Kyle Anzalone and Will Porter, June 13, 2022

Lawmakers with the bipartisan Abraham Accords Caucus have introduced a bill in the House
and Senate that will require the Pentagon to coordinate missile defense upgrades for Israel
and several newfound Arab allies, pointing to potential “attacks from Iran.”

182 New Reports of Deaths After COVID Vaccines, CDC Data Show

By Children’s Health Defense, June 13, 2022

VAERS data  released  Friday  by  the  Centers  for  Disease  Control  and  Prevention  show
1,295,329 reports  of  adverse events from all  age groups following COVID-19 vaccines,
including 28,714 deaths and 236,767 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020, and June 3,
2022.

Global  Food  Crisis:  Ukraine  Is  Demanding  Weapons  in  Exchange  for  Resuming  Wheat
Exports

By Andrew Korybko, June 12, 2022

The  so-called  “deadlock”  over  resolving  the  global  food  crisis  is  just  as  artificially
manufactured as its origins since Kiev has now officially declared that it won’t resume wheat
exports by sea to the Global South unless it receives anti-ship missiles first.

US Cyberattacks on Russia Could Escalate to Real-world Conflict

By Drago Bosnic, June 12, 2022

Carl  von  Clausewitz,  a  prominent  Prussian  general  described  war  as  “merely  the
continuation  of  policy  by  other  means.”  This  perfectly  describes  the  political  West’s
relationship with the world. However, against Russia, it is unable to conduct what the late
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Donald  Rumsfeld  euphemistically  called  “kinetic  force.”  The  phrase  differentiates
conventional warfare from “soft” force, limited to diplomacy, sanctions and cyber warfare.
The latter is usually overlooked, despite often taking center stage in geopolitics.

Millions of Tons of Ukrainian Grain Exports: Zelensky’s Delay In Opening A Sea Corridor
Threatens the World with A Global Food Crisis

By Paul Antonopoulos, June 12, 2022

Hundreds  of  Ukrainian  mines  floating  in  the  Black  Sea  threaten  to  halt  tens  of  millions  of
tons of grain from being exported. Ukrainian officials claim it would take six months to clear
the mines, something which directly contradicts the long-held claim that Russia’s naval
blockade is preventing the export of wheat.

The Eight Stupidest Things About Nuclear Weapons

By David Swanson, June 12, 2022

Investing in children’s welfare and education costs less and reduces more crime than “tough
on crime” policies which are often counterproductive,  but  voters in  San Francisco just
obeyed a bunch of corporate advertising and recalled a District Attorney because he had
reduced crime rather than being “tough on crime.”
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